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Abstract: The style of writing or calligraphy applied in ancient 

manuscripts gives useful information to paleographers. The 

information helps paleographer to identify date, writer, number 

of writers, place of origin, and the originality of manuscripts. 

This information is known as features. The features from 

characters, tangent value, dominant background and also 

Grey-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) have been used in 

this field of research. A novel technique was proposed for digital 

Jawi Paleography. Jawi is the original Malay writing based on 

Arabic characters. The technique proposed models triangles on 

images and extracts features from them. The features are used 

for classification. In this paper, new features for the Triangle 

Model are proposed. Also, the implementation of four zones is 

reported. The number of features has been extended from 12 to 

45.  For validation of proposed algorithm, 60,000:20,000 training 

and testing data from Hoda digit dataset has been prepared, 

selected randomly for 10 rounds of testing. For further 

verification, two Supervised Machine Learning (SML) and three 

Unsupervised Machine Learning (UML) algorithms were 

experimented. These experiments were conducted using a new 

Arabic calligraphy dataset that was set up from 1,225 Arabic 

letters taken from calligraphy books. From the data, SML 

experiments were conducted with the ratio of 807:408 for 

training and testing.   Whereas for the UML, three classifiers 

were tested on 30 images of Arabic calligraphy dataset. Results 

from the tests prove that the Triangle Model technique can 

successfully be used in digital paleography of Jawi characters. 

 
Keywords: Paleography, Calligraphy, Jawi, Arabic, Triangle Model, 

Features Extraction, Hoda dataset 

 

I. Introduction 

Calligraphies and illuminations in ancient manuscripts were 

used to express the aesthetic quality of the manuscripts, and 

the status of the writers and the kingdom they represent. From 

another perspective, analysis on the calligraphies and 

illuminations can also be used to collect important information 

of unknown manuscript i.e. the date it was written, place of 

origin, number of writers and its originality [1–4]. This 

research is named Paleography.   The paleographers work by 

finding similarities between known and unknown manuscripts. 

From here, categorization is made based on specific range of 

time [4], [5]. The similarities and non-similarities are known 

as features. The features are extracted using either local or 

global approaches [6] and further categorized into local and 

global features as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Framework for Digital Jawi Paleography [6] 

The first system for digital paleography named System for 

Paleography Inspection (SPI) was developed by [7] in 1999 in 

the History Department, University of Pisa [1], [8].  The 

domain of the research was inspection of Roman ancient 

manuscripts. The system has never been used [1], but paved 

the first steps towards further paleography researches on  

Roman [8], [9], Hebrew [5] and Arabic/Jawi [3], [6], [10], 

[11]. 

 [1], [7], [5], [9], [10] used local features while [8] used 

global features.  In SPI, tangent distance and centroid values 

were extracted from isolated images of ancient documents. 

The extracted features were then categorized into Dendogram 

diagram [1]. Another research, done on Hebrew character by 

[5], was based on the dominant background zones by defining 

values between each region using Multi-Stage Thresholding. 

However, the research limited its scope to only one character 

out of all 22 Hebrew characters, extracted from 14 documents. 

Out of 280 images, 14 were used as test images, each for 14 

classes. This averaged the number of testing for each class to 

one. Another research that becomes the basis for this research 

is [10] which proposed features based on values generated by 

triangles extracted from isolated images. In this research, the 

triangle-based features used will be expanded into four 

identified zones. This will be discussed in the following topics.  

 For the global features, a study was done on an 

implementation by [8] which was based on Haralick‟s 

Features, also known as Grey-Level Co-occurrence Matrix 

(GLCM). Although [8] claims the GLCM gives very 

significant result, it required the testing and training images to 

be in the same dimension due to the multiplication of matrices 

in GLCM.  

 In this paper, the Digital Jawi Paleography research is 

carried out based on the previous works by [3] and [10]. 

Amendments have been made and tests have been conducted 

by using standard dataset as well as generated datasets using  

SML and UML.  

 

II. Pre-processing and Proposed Method 

The proposed method is based on further enhancements on 

[10]. Stages followed in this proposed methods are: 

 

a. Data collection  
b. Segmentation of Jawi characters 
c. Image categorization 

d. Binarization 

e. Features Extraction and proposed method 

 

The Features Extraction and proposed method will be 

detailed here because it is a novel technique for Digital Jawi 

Paleography that is currently researched in Faculty of 

Information Science and Technology, Universiti Kebangsaan 

Malaysia, Bangi.  

 

A. Data collection 

 

The data collection stage was divided into two parts. In part 

one, the standard digit dataset HODA introduced by [12] was 

used. In the second part, Arabic calligraphy dataset was used.  

The HODA digit dataset was chosen as the best dataset for 

the first part because it consists of Arabic digits and there were 

no standard dataset for the Roman [9] and Arabic paleography 

[10]. Besides, the number of classes is also near to the five 

types of calligraphy used in this research. The dataset consists 

of ten numeral digits from 0 to 9. HODA dataset has a total of 

80,000 images, 60,000 for training and 20,000 for testing. 

With the huge number of data for training and testing, 

HODA dataset helped in validating the correctness of the 

proposed algorithm using SML. The correctness of Arabic 

Calligraphy dataset that we developed could only be validated 

through matching process using distance methods such as 

Euclidian, Sorenson and Chebychev. Until now, 1225 Arabic 

Calligraphy letters have been used. The sources of dataset 

have been explained in [10]. The number of training images is 

817 (≈50%) and 408 (≈50%) for the test. Table 1 below shows 

the sample of Arabic Calligraphy dataset.  

  

Arabic Calligraphy for 

character Ba, Ta and 

Tsa 

Type of 

Arabic 

Calligraphy 

 

Diwani 

 

Riqah 

 

Thuluth 

 

Nasakh 

 

Farisi 

Table 1. Sample of calligraphy 

B. Segmentation of Jawi Character for the Training and 

Test images  

 

The segmentation process of characters for Arabic Calligraphy 

dataset was done manually. This process was based on the 

works done in [5] and [13]. There have been 1225 images, 

clustered into five classes, based on the Arabic Calligraphy 

types normally seen in ancient Malay manuscripts [14].  The 

classes were i. Nasakh, ii. Thuluth, iii. Riqah, iv. Diwani and v. 

Farisi. The images can be obtained from the Pattern 

Recognition Research Group, Universiti Kebangsaan 

Malaysia.  

For the HODA dataset, segmentations were not required 

because all images were in isolated form. Figure 2 below 
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shows a small number of HODA dataset members after the 

process of inverting:  

 

Figure 2. Hoda digit dataset 

 

C. Binarization 

 

The purpose of this process is to remove noise and prepare 

images for the proposed features extraction. 

The training and test data of Arabic characters were 

automatically binarized using Otsu‟s method. Previously, the 

threshold had been fixed as either 127 or 180 as in [3].  In this 

paper, amendment has been made by applying Otsu‟s method 

as in [9]. The method dynamically chooses the discriminant 

threshold based on the foreground and background of image. 

So, the threshold value becomes more precise for images from 

various sources of Jawi ancient manuscripts. On the other 

hand, the HODA dataset does not need to go through the 

binarization process because it is already in binary form. The 

threshold value 127 was used for the Hoda dataset in order to 

undergo feature extraction.   

 

D. Image Categorization 

 

Based on [10], some of the Arabic and Jawi characters share 

similar shape but differ in the presence or absence of diacritics 

and location of diacritics.  However, the difference made by 

the presence of diacritics in the Arabic calligraphy is not 

important in this research because this research focuses on the 

Arabic calligraphy type identification, not character 

recognition. Table 2 shows categorization of some characters. 

For example, a chosen character (ب) has been compared with 

other characters. All other characters that have similar shape 

 .‟were grouped into the same group, group „A ,(ث and ت)

Other characters that have nearly similar shape (ق ,ف and ن) 

were grouped in another group related to the first group, group 

„a‟. Further, another character of different shape was chosen 

and compared with other remaining characters using the same 

process and grouped into group „B‟ and „b‟. These groups 

were used in the testing phase using UML approach. 

The reason for grouping the characters with similar shape 

is because some of the calligraphy books provide Arabic 

characters with no diacritics [10]. Thus, the training and test 

images in this paper follow the approach presented in the 

books [10].  
 

Group 

 
Character 

Sample Images 

Before After 

A 

Ba 

  

 

Ta 
  

tsa 
  

a 

Fa 
  

Kaf 

  

nun 

  

nun 
 

 

B 

sin 
  

shin 

  

b 

Sad 
  

Dhad 
  

Table 2. Arabic calligraphy with similar and nearly similar 

shape 

E. Feature Extraction and proposed method 

 

The feature extraction was carried out based on [10]. Six 

features were selected from the triangle model proposed in 

[10]. However, the model has been improved by dividing each 

image into four zones as shown in figure 3 below. 

 
Figure 3. Segregation of isolated characters to four parts. 

 

In figure 3, the image labeled as Core was divided into four 

zones labeled as “A”, “B”, “C” and “D” as suggested in [10] 

for future researches. The comparison between the results of 

[10] and those of this research is discussed in the Experimental 

Result topic. The following points present the steps taken for 

this stage. 

 The 

i. Extracting three important points. 

 

After the binarization process was completed, the images were 

ready for the process of extracting three important coordinates 

[10], [15]. The coordinates extracted are explained in table 3. 

 

Point Label  Connected 

points 

Angle Points Location 

Point 1 A b and c A 

 

Point 2 C a and b C 

Point 3 B a and c B 

Table 3. Location of triangle points 
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Table 3 shows the location of points for the core triangle. 

Centroid is labeled as “C” in the image. Point “A” and “B” 

were taken from the centroid from the right and left of the 

centroid. These points were used to form a triangle.  

In figure 6 shows the main triangle with four zones.  The 

marks “x” in the image are the location of point 1, 2 and 3. 

 

ii. Generating Triangles 

 

The triangle model that was used in modeling the coordinates 

into triangles was the scalene triangle with exceptions for the 

triangles that were not in the scalene form. Figure 4 below 

shows the possible triangles or possible points of triangles for 

this research. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e)  

(f) 

Figure 4. Possible triangle blocks 

 

 

 

 

iii. Extracting sub-points from four zones 

 

After the Core features were extracted, the images were 

divided into four zones. The centroid from “Core” was used to 

divide the image into four zones. The features in zone “A” 

were extracted with the same criteria as the main triangle. 

Figure 5below shows the image of zone “A”. The centroid of 

each zone was the mean of the particular zone and contributed 

to point C for the particular zones. Point A was generated from 

right of the zone into the zone‟s centroid whereas point B was 

from the left to the zone‟s centroid. The location of points in 

zone A is as shown in figure 5 below. 

 
Figure 5. Three points selection for zone "A" 

In figure 5 above, the point A is from zone‟s centroid to the 

width of image. Point B is from centroid of the main triangle to 

the zone‟s centroid. Figure 6 below shows the extracted image 

of four zones. Only the zones with three points will be 

processed for the features. 

 

 
Figure 6. Core triangle with 4 zones 

 

iv. Features extraction and Proposed Method 

 

Nine features were extracted from the triangles of the zones. 

Six of them were based on [10] as shown in table 4, whereas 

three more are the contribution of this research, as shown in 

table 5. Comparisons made to identify best features for 

classification are discussed later in this paper. 

The details about the features in [10] were explained in 

table 4. The features that are checked with  were used for 

zones “Core” and “A”. 

 
 

No. Feature 

Name 

Features for 

classification  

Description 

1 a X Length from B(x, y) to 

C(x, y). Used for 

calculating ratio a/b, c/a 

and angles of triangle 

2 b X Length from A(x, y) to 

C(x, y).  Used for 

calculating ratio a/b, b/c 

and angles of triangle 

3 c X Length from A(x, y) to 

B(x, y). Used for 

calculating ration b/c, 

c/a and angles of 

triangle. 
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4  c/a  Ratio c to a 

5  a/b  Ratio a to b 

6  b/c  Ratio b to c 

7  A  Angle of A 

8  B  Angle of B 

9  C  Angle of C 

Table 4. Features from triangles as in [10] 

An important contribution of this research is the proposal 

of additional features calculated from the values of the features 

described by [10] in table 4 above. First, the length of each 

side of triangle was calculated using the Pythagorean Theorem. 

Figure 7 below shows how the side a, b and c were calculated. 

 

 
Figure 7. Calculating triangle‟s side 

222 cba 
 

(1) 

  

 

22 ))(1)(1())()(1( xBxAyCyAa   (2) 

 

 
22 ))(1)(())()(1( xBxAyByBb    (3) 

  

22 ))(1)(())()(1( xCxAyCyCa    (4) 

 

Then, angles of A, B and C were calculated by using the 

formula below. 

ab

acb
A

2
arccos

222 
  (5) 

ac

bca
B

2
arccos

222 
  (6) 

ab

cba
C

2
arccos

222 
  (7) 

 

The angles of A, B and C were scaled by dividing them 

with 180. This process was taken to reduce the range of values 

for each feature. Hence, the gradients of each point can be 

calculated, and these become the new features proposed by 

this research. Table 5 below describes the gradients of each 

point as the new feature.  

No. Feature 

Name 

Features for 

classification  

Description 

1 GraBA  Gradient of B and A 

2 GraBC  Gradient of B and C 

3 GraCA  Gradient of C and A 

Table 5. Extended Features proposed from triangle 

Based on table 5, the gradients are computed based on 

coordinates A, B and C. The formulae below show how the 

gradients were calculated. 

 

)()(

)()(

xCxB

yCyB
GraBC




   (8) 

 

)()(

)()(

xAxB

yAyB
GraBA




   (9) 

 

)()(

)()(

xAxB

yAyB
GraCA




   (10) 

III. Experimental Result  

There are two types of testing that have been conducted. The 

types of testing are (UML) and (SML).  

At the first stage, the proposed features and algorithm were 

validated using HODA digit dataset. There were 60,000 

images for training and 20000 for training. All the images were 

randomly selected for ten sets of training and testing. The 

mean and standard deviation values presented shows the 

accuracy of the proposed algorithm. 

Two types of classifiers were used in the SML. The 

classifiers were Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) and Random 

Forest (RF). The result of each classification process is as 

shown in table 6 and 7 below. 

 
No. of 

run 

Feature 

Core with 

Zone A 

(%) 

Proposed 

feature 

with c/a, 

a/b, b/c 

Proposed 

Features 

with [HIS] 

1 60.17 70.635 72.905 

2 60.715 70.555 72.405 

3 60.63 70.365 73.075 

4 60.73 69.635 72.89 

5 61.495 71.495 73.17 

6 58.72 70.305 72.69 

7 60.305 68.185 71.175 

8 60.29 71.205 71.82 

9 60.65 70.33 72.995 

10 60.75 69.81 71.61 

mean  60.41167 70.30111 72.56944 

Standard 

deviation 
0.708737 0.916634 0.698324 

Table 6. Multi-layer perceptron (learning rate 0.4) 

Table 6 above shows the tests conducted using 60,000 train 

and 20,000 test sets.  The approach proposed in [10] gives 

accuracy of 60.41167%.  With the proposed features, the 

accuracy is increased to 70.30111 without angles of A, B and 

C. When all features in [10] and this research were used, the 

accuracy result was increased to 72.56944%. 
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No. of 

run 

Feature 

Core 

with 

Zone A 

(%) 

Proposed 

features 

with c/a, 

a/b, b/c 

Proposed 

Features 

with [10] 

1 69.37 77.095 76.935 

2 68.39 77.075 77.525 

3 69.385 76.98 77.88 

4 68.76 77.275 77.485 

5 69.215 77.535 77.395 

6 69.005 77.04 77.685 

7 68.875 77.605 77.31 

8 69.105 76.89 77.59 

9 69.295 76.945 77.17 

10 69.535 77.105 77.69 

Mean 69.04444 77.16 77.44167 

Standard 

Deviation 
0.345375 0.243121 0.276426 

Table 7. Random Forest 

The Random Forest classifier can give a significant result 

to classification, according to [16]. Thus, the testing was also 

conducted using this classifier. The results in table 7 shows 

Random Forest gives better result compared to Multi-layer 

Perceptron in table 6. 

Table 8 shows the result for the proposed features with the 

implementation of 4 zones as mentioned in [10]. 

 

No. of run Features 

without angle 

of A, B and C 

Features with 

angle A, B 

and C 

1 88.185 89.72 

2 89.13 90.175 

3 88.76 90.46 

4 88.635 90.135 

5 88.88 89.295 

6 88.125 89.845 

7 88.285 90.01 

8 88.75 90.295 

9 88.285 90.875 

10 87.735 90.325 

Mean 88.55944 90.09 

Standard 

Deviation 
0.421882 0.433263 

Table 8. Proposed method using MLP 

 By using Core Triangle with the four zones as in figure 5, 

the accuracy is increased significantly. The accuracy from 

70.30% in table 6 is increased to 88.55944% in table 8 using 

MLP classifier. When using features in [10] and the proposed 

features, the average result produced was further increased to 

90.09%.  

 
No. of 

run 

Features 

without angle 

of A, B and C 

Features 

with angle A, 

B and C 

1 92.45 92.67 

2 92.55 92.935 

3 92.46 92.715 

4 92.775 92.76 

5 92.705 92.615 

6 92.55 92.765 

7 92.82 93.11 

8 92.65 92.65 

9 92.43 92.665 

10 92.555 93.03 

Mean 92.59889 92.765 

Standard 

Deviation 
0.137547 0.172692 

Table 9. Proposed method with RF 

With the Random Forest classifier, the results became 

better. The classifier gave an average of 92.59889% for the 

features without angle of A, B and C.  Using features in [10] 

and proposed features, the results further increased to 

92.765%, an increase of 0.166111%.  

Figure 8 below shows the confusion matrix for the best 

result in table 9. 

 
Figure 8. Confusion matrix 

Based on the result and the confusion matrix in figure 8, 

significant results have been achieved in the classification 

using HODA digit dataset. With the result, we believe that the 

proposed algorithm has been doing well in classification 

although not in 100% accuracy.  

As our next step, we developed our own Arabic calligraphy 

dataset as described in [10]. In this early stage, the 

categorization to calligraphy types “Diwani”, “Riqah”, 

“Nasakh”, “Thuluth” and “Farisi” has not yet been made to 

individual characters, as this is part of our future work. The 

result for the SML is as shown in table 10 below.  

 
 MLP (0.4) RF 

Features without 

angle of A, B and C 
50.2451% 65.6853 

Features with angle 

A, B and C 
53.4314% 64.4608 

Table 10. Arabic calligraphy using SML 

 Table 10 above shows the best result for the MLP as 

53.4314% and RF as 65.6853%. We believe that this result 

can possibly achieve dramatic improvement if categorization 

is made on individual characters. 

Due to this problem, we further used UML to recognize 

calligraphy based on characters in groups as proposed in table 

2. The UML test evaluated the type of Arabic calligraphy 

based on distance for each character. To produce the best 

matching results, three UMLs have been chosen. The UMLs 

are Euclidian, Sorenson and Chebychev. 

Table 11 below shows name of images used in testing. 30 

images have been used in this stage. 

No Diwani Farisi Nasakh 

1 
ainrhin_D__Dede

.png 

KAF_MM__F_B

iru.png KAFV1_ANG__N.png 

2 KAFV2_D__Dedainrhin_MM__F_ainrhin_ANG__N.png 
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e.png Biru.png 

3 
KAF_MM__D_B

iru.png 

batasa_farisi__De

de.png ainrhin_ANG__N.png 

4 
alif_D__Dede.pn

g 

hajimkha_farisi_

_Dede.png alif_ANG__N.png 

5 
batasa_MM__D_

Biru.png 

kef_MM__F_Bir

u.png batasa_ANG__N.png 

6 
daldzal_D__Ded

e.png 

mim_MM__F_Bi

ru.png 

daldzal_MM__N_Biru.

png 

7 
fa_D__Dede.png   

saddadv2_farisi_

_Dede.png fa_ANG__N.png 

8 
hajimkha_D__De

de.png 

sinsyinv3_MM__

F_Biru.png 

hakhajim_ANG__N.pn

g 

9 
kef_MM__D_Bir

uPG1.png 

ya2_MM__F_Bir

u.png kefV2_ANG__N.png 

10 
saddad_D__Dede

.png 

thadza_MM__F_

Biru.png ya_N__Dede.png 

Table 11. Test samples of Arabic Calligraphy for UML 

The results for the UML test for type “Diwani”, “Farisi” 

and “Nasakh” from table 11 above is as shown in table 12, 13c 

and 14 below. 

Euclidian Sorenson Chebychev 

Rank Distance Rank Distance Rank Distance 

1 1.623 1 0.18 1 0.536 

1 1.12 1 0.075 1 0.5 

2 1.263 2 0.134 9 5 

1 1.737 1 0.135 1 0.724 

1 1.474 2 0.163 7 0.667 

1 1.688 1 0.212 2 1 

1 1.282 1 0.111 2 0.583 

1 1.944 1 0.335 0 1 

1 2.694 1 0.363 0 0.8 

1 4.035 1 0.28 4 3.241 

Table 12. UML for Diwani 

Euclidian Sorenson Chebychev 

Rank Distance Rank Distance Rank Distance 

3 3.213 2 0.34 1 0.333 

0 2.387 0 0.774 0 0.5 

1 0.529 1 0.037 1 0.295 

1 1.165 1 0.124 2 0.5 

6 2.022 5 0.287 9 0.515 

1 7.452 0 10.006 3 0.5 

3 3.044 10 0.505 3 0.287 

1 1.815 1 0.257 1 0.257 

6 2.18 6 0.148 0 1.194 

3 3.761 1 0.334 4 1.136 

Table 13. UML for Farisi 

 

Euclidian Sorenson Chebychev 

Rank Distance Rank Distance Rank Distance 

1 1.533 1 0.127 1 0.553 

5 2.47 8 0.182 3 0.875667 

3 0.876 3 0.876 8 0.182438 

1 3.883 2 0.226 4 2 

3 2.311 5 0.21 1 0.898772 

1 2.596 1 0.148 1 1 

7 1.565 8 0.155 6 0.5 

2 0.877 1 0.071 3 0.417 

2 0.469 2 0.043 2 0.181 

1 0.955 1 0.131 2 0.333 

Table 14. UML for Nasakh 

The summary of the UML tests is shown in table 15 below. 

Euclidian Distance scored better than Sorenson and 

Chebychev for both top 1% and top 10%, with accuracy of 

56.67%, and 96.67% respectively. 

UML Top 1 

(%) 

Top 10 

(%) 

Euclidian 56.67 96.67 

Sorenson 53.33 93.33 

Chebychev 30 86.67 

Table 15. Summarization of UML for Arabic calligraphy 

IV. Conclusion 

The implementation of four zones using the proposed features 

in this research gives significant result improvements to Hoda 

digit dataset. Results of the ten rounds of testing conducted 

proved that the algorithm gives balanced results. However, 

there is a room for improvement for the proposed algorithm. 

For the classifications of Arabic calligraphy, the dataset need 

to be thoroughly improved. Calligraphy experts need to be 

consulted for the grouping and identification of each Arabic 

character. Also, we found that the SML classifiers are not 

suitable to be used with smaller number of data for training and 

testing. 

V. Future Improvement 

For future improvements, the accuracy of triangle model can 

be increased by increasing the number of zones. Besides, tests 

for the invariance of the proposed algorithm need to be 

conducted. On the Arabic calligraphy dataset, a proper method 

to group characters that have similar shape across different 

calligraphy types need to be identified. Finally, to increase the 

recognition using UML, the Mean Average Precision (MAP) 

can possibly be applied in the future. 
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